


• David K-T (library assistant) has started work on the local histmy project and will be doing an

online story-time eve1y three weeks.

• Maite (Youth Services) is still sending out the popular Craft and Goes eve1y Saturday, along

with monthly Zoom meetings of the Teen Advismy Board and the 'Tween Club. Plans are also

to have a (covid-safe) Reading Wonderland program again this December.

• Nicole notes that current month transactions are not printing out on the budget perfmmance

report. Jessica will work on that. Also the insurance expenditure line is higher than expected

again this year and Nicole would like Jessica to inquire about that. Valorie notes that insurance

historically goes up and suggests checking with the finance director. Jessica will check with

Melissa Haley regarding this. Jessica will also check with IT to try and get a detailed summaiy

of IT charges coming out of the library's budget. Valorie suggests speaking with Grant and

Melissa to learn how IT 'overhead' is calculated for the library. Jessica mentions that SPL will

be receiving some new computers purchased with CARES Act funds and wants to be sure the

IT budget calculations reflect current inventory.

(Welcome to Valorie as the new Assembly Liaison.) 

Commissioner Report (Jeff;): 

The Armchair Traveling Series ( or similar title) to be hosted by various local world-travelers 

should start by mid-December. A team Spelling Bee is also planned for February on Zoom. 

Chair Report (Nicole): 

A commission member is needed to sit on the Ali Selection Committee with Nicole. (Nicole 

describes the art project as proposed by the committee.) A hold-up of over a year in the city's 

legal office has delayed the release of the RFP for this project. Jeff says he will be glad to help 

with the committee's open seat. 

New business 

Discussion and action on a proposal to recommend to the City Administrator that Sitka Public 

Library Go Fine-Free 

(Jessica) In a broad movement across the country, libraries are choosing to go fine-free to 

attain diversity, equity and inclusion in the communities they serve, and to avoid the stigma of 

overdue fines which in turn cause embarrassment and create a barrier to library use, leading to 

a lack of information access and loss of social connection. 

• The prevalent belief that fines are the best motivator for recovering library materials may not

necessarily be true: a large segment of 'late-return' library patrons do eventually return their

materials, and libraries see little reason to penalize such patrons. Instead, libraries wish to

empathize that they are providing a service, not a revenue stream comprised of overdue fines.

• Libraries which have gone fme-free have seen increased circulation numbers, improved patron

satisfaction, and reductions in awkwai·d interactions between library staff and patrons

regarding money and whether materials have or have not been returned.
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